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I designed my Horsey Horse
and Unix Unicorn Sewing
Pattern with a mane and tail
made from fake fur.

Don't worry if you can't find
fake fur...

I'm going to show you 2 more
really cool ways to make a
mane for your horse or
unicorn!

First we’ll make the mane and
tail from scraps of fleece. (This
method is the same if you want
to use flet too!)

And then we’ll make the mane
and tail from yarn/wool!

You will need:

a scrap piece of fleece  in a
contrasting colour.

a small ball of 4-ply wool/yarn.

There are so many fancy types and
textures in yarns these days,
besides plain simple colours you
get variegated, misted, fuzzy, wavy,
bobbly, shimmery, shiny/sparkly
types. I decided to keep it plain for
the demonstration, so I used a plain
blue and a plain yellow and simply
mixed the 2 yarns together!

FIND the instructions for Horsey’s mane on my toy-
making blog -

*

Bonus Pattern



Pease note:
- this pattern is an ADDITION to my Horsey and Unicorn Sewing Pattern
and does NOT include the full pattern to make the horse/unicorn.

ALL the instructions required to make this mane and tail from fleece and
yarn/wool can be found on my blog.
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Copyright © 2001 Funky Friends Factory.
®© 070630 Copyright Protection Services International.

The Funky Friends patterns, concepts and logo are protected by international copyright protection: It is acceptable to make these toys yourself
for personal use, as gifts or to sell in limited numbers. It is unacceptable to mass-produce the toys or to reproduce the patterns.

I have faith that you will respect the long hours and creative energy that have gone into producing the
Funky Friends Factory patterns.

Thank you, Pauline.

*** If you have any queries please use the website Contact Us page to get in touch -
http://www.funkyfriendsfactory.com
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